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be copied, reproduced, given away, or used to create derivative works without the
publisher’s expressed permission. The publisher retains full copyrights to this ebook.
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The author has made every reasonable effort to be as accurate and complete as possible
in the creation of this ebook and to ensure that the information provided is free from
errors; however, the author/publisher/ reseller assumes no responsibility for errors,
omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein and does not warrant
or represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly
changing nature of the Internet. Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or
organizations are unintentional.
The purpose of this ebook is to educate and there are no guarantees of income, sales or
results implied. The publisher/author/reseller can therefore not be held accountable for
any poor results you may attain when implementing the techniques or when following
any guidelines set out for you in this ebook.
Any product, website, and company names mentioned in this report are the trademarks
or copyright properties of their respective owners. The author/publisher/reseller are not
associated or affiliated with them in any way. Nor does the referred product, website
and company names sponsor, endorse or approve this product.
COMPENSATION DISCLOSURE: Unless otherwise expressly stated, you should assume
that the links contained in this ebook may be affiliate links and either the
author/publisher/reseller will earn commission if you click on them and buy the
product/service mentioned in this ebook. However the author/publisher/reseller
disclaim any liability that may result from your involvement with any such
websites/products. You should perform due diligence before buying mentioned products
or services.
This constitutes the entire license agreement. Any disputes or terms not discussed in
this agreement are at the sole discretion of the publisher.
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INTRODUCTION
There are so many different options, strategies and tactics available for
making money online these days. How are you to know which one is
most likely to bring in the profits, you want for your online business?
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Some of the most successful Internet marketers in the world are very
well aware that the key to making consistently good profits online is to
stay ahead of hot trends.
The tools available for operating your online business change fast. In
order to ensure you’re dominating your own market, you need to learn
fast and effective ways to leverage hot trends as they emerge.
The best part of including this type of leverage in your own marketing
strategy is that it is.
In fact, it’s very possible to make some fast cash using completely free
online tools that can give you the edge. You’ll be able to pinpoint
emerging trends as they happen. You’ll be able to assess their value to
your business.
From there, you will be able to leverage those hot trends for your own
benefit and then reap the profits. You can rinse and repeat the process
for any new trend you recognize, instantly boosting your online
business revenue. All of this can be done without spending a dime.
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Are you ready to get started?

WHAT ARE HOT TRENDS?
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Hot trends are those topics that have become wildly popular with a
section of the population very quickly. These types of topics tend to be
short lived, but they’re intensely popular while they’re still hot.
This is the primary reason it’s so important to jump on any opportunity
while hundreds of thousands of people are still searching for
information about that topic.
As the need for information on a hot topic increases, it’s important
you’re in a strong position to cash in on that popularity.

IMPORTANCE OF HOT TRENDS
There has been some debate about whether you should create a
‘evergreen’ online business that lasts for the long term or whether it’s
worth chasing trends that are currently hot for now.
Before we get into leveraging emerging trends for your own profit, let’s
look at the reality of online business for a moment.
If you honestly hope to succeed in online business, it’s important that
you have a strong business plan in place. This means you will need your
‘core’ evergreen online business operating and doing well.
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However, in order for any business to succeed it’s important to never
put all your eggs in one basket. In business terms this is called
‘broadening your debtor base’.
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You may be earning decent money from your primary or core business.
But you really don’t want your entire enterprise relying on that one
single source of income. If that stopped, your business would die a
slow death.
Instead, it’s vitally important to leverage what’s running really hot right
now, to keep new revenue churning into your accounts all the time.
This lets your evergreen business grow into a profitable authority site
over time, and earns you huge profits from hot topics while you’re
doing that.
Cashflow is the life-blood of any business. If you can find ways to
leverage hot trends and emerging topics and then monetize them for
your own benefit, your business will be pulling in the profits.
With the right system, this should only take a small amount of time to
implement out of your regular working day. Your hot trends bring in
the cash and leave you with more time to work on your core business
overall.
Of course, you also have the option of working on this option alone to
earn money online if you prefer. Once you have your systems in place,
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you should be able to generate profits just by repeating the same steps
over and over with each new hot topic you find.

MAXIMUM GAIN, MINIMAL EFFORT
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The whole key to making hot trends work for your online business is to
find effective ways to maximize the returns you get for the minimal
amount of effort.
So many Internet marketers spend hours and hours every day working
hard on promoting their businesses. In reality, if you set up your
marketing strategies correctly in the first place you should only need to
spend a short amount of time building up your income.
All you need to do is set up a system that lets you find and research
new trends as they emerge. Again, this can be done easily using free
tools available online.
Once you’ve found those emerging trends, you need to check the
keywords. When you’re sure that new hot trend is potentially
profitable for you, go ahead and set up a free blog. This shouldn’t take
you very long at all.
Add some monetization to your blog and you’re off and running.
From there, it should only take a few minutes a day to promote your
hot trends blogs using back links and other marketing strategies.
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You get the benefit of pulling profits from topics that are running redhot. Best of all, it should only take you a short amount of time to get it
going.

ORGANIZATION IS KEY
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Obviously, when the entire process is condensed into a couple of
sentences it sounds really quick and easy.
In reality, there are people out there who spend months on this
process alone. Don’t let this happen to you.
Instead, work on organizing your tools so they’re always ready to go.
Bookmark social media and social networking sites. Organize the
documentation and tracking spreadsheets you want to use in advance.
Create accounts for those free research and tracking tools and
bookmark those sites so you can find them again quickly later.
Once these things are set up and ready to go, you can simply fill them
in whenever you’ve noticed a hot trend emerging.
If you’re serious about making money and cashing in any emerging hot
trends, it’s important you are organized enough to take advantage of
any opportunity as it crops up.
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Imagine if you actually sat down, found a ragingly popular hot trend
and then had to spend hours and hours setting it all up? Then you’d
have to work on your marketing efforts and your keyword research
before you even attracted one visitor.
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By comparison, if you organize all your documents, spreadsheets,
software, online accounts and even bookmarks to your free blog log-in
pages, you’re ready to go at any time.
Being organized in your online business is the best possible way to
ensure you’re ready to dominate any hot trend before the competition
jump on it.

CHOOSING PROFITABLE HOT TRENDS
If you look in some of the free online tools available for hot trends (like
Google Hot Trends www.google.com/trends/hottrends), you’ll see that
some of the most popular search terms in the world are listed there.
These change very regularly! As the topics that people search for
changes, so do the hot topics. Their popularity will rise and fall.
Sometimes those searches will be related to movie stars or other
celebrities. You may also find news items listed there as they arise and
reach the public’s attention.
While some of these look intensely popular right now, take the time to
work out how hot the trend really is, or whether it will be gone again in
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two days’ time. Ideally, you want to choose a hot trend that is still
gaining in popularity and likely to be around for a while.
There are so many analytical tools available online that you have lots of
options to show you what’s hot and what’s not. Use those tools to your
advantage.
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USING HOT TRENDS
Once your research is done and you’ve found a hot topic you think you
can run with, set up a free blog. There are lots of platforms that let you
do this, but Blogger is about the quickest and easiest for your purposes
here.
This is a very simple platform that lets you get a website up and live on
the Internet in just minutes. Of course, you will need content to fill
your blog, and this is where most people cringe.
Think about it like this: if you find an interesting news story related to
your hot topic, add a link to the original site and quote the parts you
find interesting about it on your blog.
Then type a few sentences about your opinion of that topic and your
blog post is complete. Encourage visitors to leave comments about
their own opinions as well. This gets people interacting, which can
boost traffic for your blog nicely.
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Do this a few times, but don’t publish all of your posts at once. Blogger
lets you schedule your posts so they’re released at intervals. Your blog
will have new content added to it automatically over a period of time
this way, without you having to spend time later doing it.
This helps your marketing efforts overall and keeps people coming
back to your site to see what else you have to say.
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MONETIZING HOT TRENDS
From there, you also want to know whether you can monetize that
trend to maximize your profit.
Monetizing your site doesn’t have to be difficult. You can choose to
add Google Adsense ads to your blogs or you can add Amazon Affiliate
links or eBay affiliate links or links for any other affiliate program you
find offering relevant ads.
The key to this really is to be sure that the products or keywords you’re
promoting in your monetization efforts are CLOSELY related to the hot
topic keywords on your blogs. This really matters!
You see, if you choose a famous young up-and-coming celebrity as your
hot trend and you promote adult diapers on your blog, you’re really
not going to make any sales. Ever.
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The people who end up visiting your blog are interested in the hot
topic at hand. They want information relating to that topic and they
will be interested in products related to it.
If you can match up a hot topic with a good source of monetization,
there’s no reason why you shouldn’t make lots of profit from this
tactic.
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CONCLUSION
This short report should open your eyes as to how easy it can be to
earn fast cash from emerging hot trends. It’s also assumed that you’re
already into Internet marketing and you have access to a range of free
analytical tools for your business.
It makes no difference whether you want to do this as a part-time cash
cow or whether you want to use it as a way to boost your online
business income overall.
The whole point of this report is to show you that it can be done.
Setting up your systems and your analytical tools may take you a little
time, but it’s worth the effort in the long run.
Look for ways to stay ahead of the competition and think about
options you have for organizing your business to make the whole
process as fast as possible for you.
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If you can do these things or find a system that gives you a detailed
outline of which steps to take, you should find it’s quite easy to make
money online with very little effort.
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Good luck.
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